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TYPING EXPERIENCED,

PERSONALS

MANUSCRIPTS,

bulletins, !eases, appraisals, le,sal, medical, (:all 266·
4770.

CONTACTWI1? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical <;ompany. 255-8736
tfo
ACCURATE .INFORMATION ABOUT con-

03/10

PROFESSIONAL T'Y.P-IST. IBM Selectric.·
Ouarnnteed accuracy. Reasonable rates, 298-7147.

IRISH-AFGHAN PUPPIES! Vt Irish Seller, \1
Afghml Ho1111d. 7 gold¥n pups with bl~ck masks, 2
solid blacl~ pups .. All with curly hair! Puppy shots
5!nrted. 242-97 I 5, 262-0963,
03/09
BUY THEM NOW, white T-shirts only, 2 for 1;75 at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across
from campus, 266-6872.
03/10

03/10

real estate/financial module, Brand new with

traception, sterilh:atic;':n, abortion, Right to Choose,

EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing aSsistance.

294-0111.

265-1\64.

warranty. 242-0600,
03/07
'66 VOLVO WAGON. E}(cc\lent condition, Best
offer. Call Penny, 255-9100.
03/08

.

04/28

DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro's Pizza will d~liver
sandwiches, pizza, salads to your desk at lunch time.
Call268-2300.

03/09

DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro;s Pizza a call for delivery of ils ramous pizza,
sandwiches, aild salads, 268-2300.
03/09
GUITAR LESSONS. Introductory lesson free. Folk,

cia.sslcal or rock, Experienced t~:nchc:r. Private
lessons. Call Marc at L & M Music Studio 247~8158.
tfn

HAPPY BIRTHDA 'Y LINDA. I love you. Chu,ck.
03/07
SCHOLA~SHIPS

FOR STUDY in South America,
UNM's Andean Center, information 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03/08

INSTEAD OF THE mindless sc}( and violence of TV,
come absorb tasteful id display in ''Acts of Passion,.,
6 one-m;:ts March 5-8. 8 pm in UNM's Experimental
Theatre. Tickets only $\,SO at the Fine Arts Box
Office.
03/08
CORRECTION!! '~ACTS OF PASSION'' runs
March 7 & 8 and not March 9 as slated in March
Culender. Sec ad above.
03/08
IF YOU'VE HAD any problems with library fines
call us. The LOBO news tip hot line 277-5656. 03/07
PERRY 1S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE Deliver;
Caii843-975D. Try our fresh salad and slice specials.
03/08

DIVERS DO IT DEEPER! Special meeting!! Room
180, Johnson Gym, 7:30pm, 3/8178.
03/08
HAPPY BIRTHDAY N1FFER. Love, The Guys.
03/07

SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned's. Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hounl\ Ned's.
03/07
DO YOU SMELL a rat? Call the LOBO News Tip
03/10
Hotline, 217-5656.

.

03/27

PLEASE NOTE ADDRESS Box no. corrcctioo ~nd
pu\ PYRAMID POWER to work for you With a
Pyramid Power flat. No one knows why pyramid
power works, but it does. Improve learning ability,
learn to relax and energize yourself. Instruction/suggestions Included. Send !)9c plus two l3c
stamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
something similar to CV 1 Box4177l, Chicago, 60641.

03/20

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, Twin or double beds, $185. Varsity
House, 141 Columbia SE.
03/10
ROOMMATE WANTED, FgMALE preferred, J.
bd'rm apt. in NE. $100 including utilities plus onethird deposit, Swimming pool, etc. Ca\1883-1]927.

LOST & FOUND

$320.00. Call268-1637,

03/07

tfn
03/31

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorinl system. Technical, general, legal; medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric} and

now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.

tfn

GUI'iAR LESSONS OFFERED by guitar major.
Designed to your interest. Sr. Ojeda. 277·2324, 2436343.

03/08

23RD STREET RUNS Into Heaven Books. Bookfinder. Jtine editions for the collector, or the arcane
hard-to-find. Henry Miller, Kenneth Patchen, Wm.
Burroughs, Kcrouac. De Laclos• 11 Les Liaisons
Dangercuses," Black Sun. 175. 843·6396 after 12.
Man-Sat.
03/07
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL Art and Meditation.

First lesson free. Sandia Judo Clubs. Saturday 9!00
03/08

1 Partly:

03/20

EMPLOYMENT

C.L.U., 883-5360.

03/08

ROOMMATE, BEAUTIFUL HOUSE in Corrales-·
non-smoker, prefer graduate student, late twenties.
$145. 898-7798.
03/08
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-Bdrm apt,

$95/mo. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call Talya
256-1235.

03/09

RM FOR RENT, gay only, $120/monlh, furnished,
bills paid. Share with another gay. Call John at 2561841, keep trying.
03/09
NE, 2 BEDROOM, $125, large yard, kids, pets
allowed, no leil'iC, 262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
03/10

WARM FlREPI.ACE, LOVELY 3 bedroom, Fenced
yard. Patio, kids, $175. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30
03/10

fcc.

03/10

FOR SALE

SERVICES

Call PENM 842-5200.
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.

ACROSS

condition. Excellent intermediate kite. 268·1522,

BCMC. Cal\266-0310.

5.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.

TO DAY'S. CRO.SSWDRD PUZZLE

4054, 265-3225.
03/20
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK, good

PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share nice, 3
bedroom house. Nor~-smoking. Close to UNM.
LOST SATURDAY NITE at Cale Concert at Golden
ASAP 268-0183 after 5. .
03/10
Inn, brownish rust dachshund cross, CALL 266-2543.
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Fxcel\cnt food Ina
Reward. Answers to Shacker.
03/07
limit). Private and doubl~ rooms. Mald service. 303
FOUND NEAR TACO Villa, Labrador puppy,
03/07
female. 883-1465 artcrS:OO pm.
03/07 · Ash NE, 243-2881.
RI!WARD FOR GOLD warch lost 2/28/78. Sentimcntnl value. Ca11268·6306.
0'3/09
FOUND NEAR CENTRAL and Washington
1976 PlAT 131, 5-spccd, low mlleaee, excellent,
shepherd puppy about6-8 mos. Call292- 1323. 03/08.
condition, many extras. Call Barr)' 877-7881. 03/09
FOUND; BI-FOCALS in SE parking lot UNM.
VIMENTAL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
Claim in Marron Hall Rm. lOS.
03/07
J:lCcellcnt condilion, $600. Ca11266-8142.
03/13
BICYCLES: NEW SHIPMENT of ISO Bertin
bicycles. Pre-season sale prices, $189 and up. R.C.

3.

$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS
.
Th::kets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Off ices
& all Ticket master Locations

03/20

TWO WO\viEN SEEK third to share house ncar

BIKE TO SCHOOL. Ft'ur co1.y rooms, fenced for
kid'i and pets, $100. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss

03/20

'M CHEVY BELAIR, 4-door, body, motor good
condilion, good mlleage, new tires, needs brakes.
$250 or best offer. Call277-4488.
03/20
StJPER TUNE-UPS, $10, you buy parts, Bob 265-

6.

Hallett's, 843-9378.

YAMAHA SPINET PIANO, still
walnut finish~ like new, 344-0720.

tfn

warrantecd,
03/08

PRAKTICA LLC 35SLR pcntacon/EE 50/1.8 $85:

WA Len!i, tele/mie adapter, fillers. Call 266-8117
eves.
03/08
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Sansui Receiver, 4way speakers, casscllc recorder, 1urn1able. New
ractory warrantie5. Take over small monthly
paymen". 268-4393.
03/0B
RED 'KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER with at·

tachments. New factory warranty. Commercial
motor, $S monthly or $69 cash. No interest. 2665871.
03/08
OVER $15,000 DOLLARS in used sewing machines.
Singer, Elna, Viking, Necchl, Phaff, just to name a

;'

03/14

OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, elc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. free information. Write: BHP Co., Bo)( 4490, Dept. ND,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704.
03/10
PXRT-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. ol<.l.
Apply in person, no phone calls please, Save-Way
LiqUor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SS 16 Mcnaul NE.
03/10

Kampground. Housing plus salary. 863-5021. 03114
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPLE 10 sell display ndvcrti.~ing for N.M. Daily LOBO. Must have car.
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
tfn
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wage~.

medium tips, nights and weekends. Sec Frank
nt Rl.'ly's Place, 5914 Centra!, 266-7807. Must be 21.
03/13
ADDITIONAL,. DANCERS AND projectionists
needed. Flexible hours. Apply Kiva Theater 1202
Cerural ~W, 242-2463.
03/10
ADDRESS ENVELOPES AT horne. $800 per month
possible. Any age or location. See ad under
Miscellaneous. Triple ''S",
03120

TRAVEL

INTERNATIONAL

CHARTER

50 Venerable
51 Lawford, et

al, Ia pals

Prefix
5 Jagged
10 Hue
14 Island near
Ireland
1 5 Radio tube
gas
16 Voice

52 Signifies

1 7 ----- -----

641X

FLIGHTS

available! Eurailpasses, travel irlformation at lTC,
•55-6830 9am-6pm.
03/17
SPECIAL ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bus trip.

Departs March II. $30.00 round trip, $20.00 o11e
way. Cal\ lTC 255-6830.
03/17
CHARTERED BUSSES TO Reglonals in Tempe.

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
~,.,.,.,r-:-t

56 Shooting

star

60 Holland

product

61 Made to be

12 Celestial

40 Steered for
body
shore: 2
13 Haul
words
18 Genuine
44 Remote
22 Was con46 Fated
cerned
48 Most ex24 Fisherman
treme
25 Stops talk49 Leavings
ing: Slang: 2 52 Haunts
words
53 Rewrite
27 Artie and
54 Zola navel
George B.
28 Ism
55 China:
29 Lariat
Comb. form
31 Acknowledg<l 57 Nigerian na32 Bull: Prefix·
tive: Var.
33 Parks a·nd
58 Auto
RLS
pioneer
character
59
Relaxation
36 Actor----62 Clique
Cochran
63 Sweet--39 Marsh bird

03/08

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed Lay~A·Away.
Color television. Brand new guarantee. No down
payments. Small monthly payments till balance is
paid off. 266-5871,

03108

NO DOWN' PAYMENTS. One only. Tappan
Micro\\13\lc, browning element, adjustable sl1elves,
r;or informntion268-4394.
03/08

01
HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone

COPIES_
Overnight
·3 1/2cea

-~

4csameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Eent. SE 268-8515

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Da_ily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the headmg
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
. Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed

$•:.."_ _ _

Wednesday, March 8, 1978

Placed by ------Telephone~~-_:_~--

Ability
Stressed
By Media
By JANE QUESNEL

LOBO Staff Writer
The "Women in Media"
workshop was hosted by members
of
the
media,
including
photographer Barbara Gluck and
UNM Voices executive producer
Jan ice Nichols.
While Nichols and Gluck gave
optimistic encouragement to
women interested in all areas of the
media, they stressed. the need for
competency and excellence in a
craft.
"People are leaning over backward to hire women," said Gluck,
"but it (working for the media)
takes hard work, dedication and
integrity."

few, Ridiculously low prices from SIS. All guaran·
teed. 268-4394.

DAILY

1

I

Marron Flail, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

The fourth-ranked Lobos will
be leaving at 3:30 p.m. today
from the Albuquerque International Airport. The Lobos
will be flying to Tempe, Ariz.
where they will meet Cal State - Fullerton, their first opponent
in the NCAA championship.

New Mexico.

.I

CHEAP WATERBEDS! WATER trips 589.9.5 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
roam comrort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-ycar
·guarantee; $89,95. 3407 Central NE, 25.S-2289. 04/04
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800
per month po.'isible. Ofrer-·dctails, send name to:
Triple "Su, 69lJ-l:-9 Hrghway 138, Pilton Hills, Ct\
I

'

-

MISCELLANEOUS

92372.

i

<

lttcludes game ticket and lunch. Leaving Friday,
March 10. For more information and reservations,
call Sport~ Tours, 247-0126.
03/09

8.

"

-

thrown
away

mail
65 Arrow
1 9 Ending for
poisons
helio or
66 Dozes
hydro
67 African
20 Complete
village
21 Metric unit
68 -----home:
23 Fooled
Out
26 Wrongful:
69 Trial run
Prefix
27 "Dere MaDOWN
bie" author
30 Momentary
1 Free from
"pause
danger
34 Inheritor
2
Emerald Isle
35 Leconte de
3
Emporium
-----: Fr.
4 One in the
poet
know
37 24 hours
5
Other than
38 Set of
memorabilia 6 Relative:
Abbr.
39 Fitted with
7
---par with
bedding
8 Intoxicated:
41 Sludge
Siang
42 Rainy
9
Musical
43 Pithy
group
44 Fatal
45 Game sites· 10 Toronto's
Cas a Lama,
4 7 Soft palate
e.g.
inflamma11 Can.prov.
tion

COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallup KOA

7.

••

~lim l ml liml«~~nl~ lu~ l@rmJ

:;INGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
still under warranty, Has push buuon bobbin winder,
blindhems, does computerized buttonholing, Also
has hU1ldrcds of fancy :.titches. Regul:arly $800, now

Man Gassed b Fumes

A UNM garbage collector was overcome by chemical fumes for the
second time in a year, while throwing out trash from· the chemistry
building, Tuesday.
Warren Smart, 25, collapsed near the Psychology building, minutes
after he left the chemistry trash room, co-workers said.
He was taken by a city rescue squad to the Bernalillo County Medical
Center where he was treated and released.
·
·,
The other two garbage collectors, Fred Woods and Andy Baca, said they
were not affected by the fumes.
· Smart first collapsed in June 1977 after breathing toxic fumes released
after botiles containing chemicals were broken while being thrown into the
garbage truck.
Thomas Aragon, safety specialist with the Campus Safety office, said
that Smart's collapse this time was caused by fumes that had been absorbed into the unventilated trash room and not because of stored
chemicals broken open while being disposed.
He said that the chemistry department's policy, made after Smart's first
collapse, was that chemicals must be emptied before the containers are
'
thrown away.
''We have determined that the next step is to install a grill on the door of
the trash storage room for ventilation," Aragon said.
Dr. Guido Daub, chairman of the chemistry department, said he
. J
·••...
doubted that the garbage collector was affected by the fumes which had
been in the trash room a long time, but that another notice would be put up
Warren Smith, 25, a UNM garbage collector is taken to Bernalillo Coqnty Medical Center by rescue
to reinforce the policy of not storing chemicals in that room. A notice is
workers
Tuesday. Smith collapsed from gas inhalation after he emptied garbage from the chemistry
presently displayed on the trash room door prohibiting waste chemicals in
building trash room.
the room.

YllillWWII@J«<Ih~~ M«~~n&~lllillll~~llil.($):~~~mfnl

t972 SUPERBEETLE, SUNROOF, AM/FM S-

$150 cash. 294-4488,

oo'~Garbage

~

'Topic'
@"ild "Devel 0 pmenr in cfimertca /!Pin tfLe "Kibbutz

track, bike and ski racks, E:t!:cellenl condition, great
MPG's. 243-0888,

~~/l?F

Committee

DA. BRUMO 8ETT1ElHEI1M

03/13

3-BDRM HOUSE, wall-to-wall carpet, immaculate
condition, close to UNM. stove & refrigerator,

fcc.

2.

,present

WATERBED: MATTRESS, FRAME, pedestal,
liner, $125.268-8536, 881-3874:'
03114
Tl 58 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR with

+

~;5/!!16hemistry Trash Room

ASUNM_ S~eakersll· .

&'•

"Exper1ment
in 'jewl,st,_ "Lea f"ning

131'1":1!\L
lt}(lU.l!:CTION~

Gluck, who spent four years in
Vietnam as a photographer for the
New York Times, had no particular
problems because of her sex.
"Once I proved I could hold up
my weight," she said, "there was
no question as to what I could or
couldn't do."
"The most important thing," she
added, "is to take personal
responsibility and be excellent at
what you do, as well a~ being a little
visionary in your approach to
things.''
Nichols stated that 95 percent of
the camera people at KNME-TV
are women, and that National PBS
anti other major stations are
looking for competent women to
hire.
''There is no mystique to doing
television,
or
writing
for
newspapers," said Nichols.
"A lot of people don't understand what it is to be a writer.
Degrees aren't always the answer;
writing is a skill. Some people can
develop it, some just have it
naturally.
"You should not say 'Hire me
because l'm a woman,' but 'Hire
me because I'm competent and
conscientious. I'll be at work on
time and I'll give you a full day's
work for an honest day's pay.' "

Fullerton· Coach Praises
Nationally-Ranked Lobos
Racnking·s

The 21-8 Titian's main forcce
is 6-6 senior foward Greg
Bunch. Bunch was the Pacific
AP
Coast Athletic Association's
(PCAA) most valuable player
I. Kentucky
when he was a sophomore and is
2. UCLA
now averaging 15.6 points and
3. Marquette
7.9 rebounds a game,
4. DePaul
"This is the best team that's
Related story page 3
5. NEW MEXICO
been here since I've been here,"
6. Michigan St.
Dye said. "Our plaY.ers are very
7 • Arkansas
anxious to begin NCAA play.
play in its basketball tour8. Duke
Dye said his team is defensive
nament, that is, until this year.
9. Kansas
orientated bec;mse, "We think
The
Californai
State10: Notre Dame
that is pretty important.''
Fullerton Titians join the NCAA
When it comes to offense,
big boys Saturday afternoon
Dye said the best descriptive
when they compete in. the subUPI
term would be "a controlled
regionals in Tempe against the
fast-break."
fourth ranked New Mexico
l. Kentucky
The Titians have averaged
Lobos.
2. UCLA
74.8 points a game while they
The soft-spoken Fullerton
3. Marquette
give up, on an average, 67.7
4. NEW MEXICO
The only opponent UNM and
coach Bob Dye had nothing but
praise for the Lobos.
5. Michigan St.
the Titians had in common this
"They're an excellent team"
6. Arkansas
year was Brigham Young.
Dye began, perhaps thinking of
7 ·DePaul
Fullerton beat the Cougars 80-75
Saturday afternoon, "Theyre
8. Kansas
in the consolation game af the
9 · Duke
very quick on offense, very
BYU tournament, while UNM
aggressive on defense. They're a
1
10. North Carolina
whipped BYU twice.
very fine team.
And while we're spilling out
"We're honored to be playing
50 and defending PCAA champs
information,
Cal
Statethem" he said about UNM,
Long Beach State (including
Fullerton's enrollmtnt is about
sounding a little like UTEP's
former Lobo Larry Grey) 64-53
20,000 and the school's honored
coach Don Haskins, except Dye
to win the conference tourney.
colors are blue orange and white
puts across the feeling that he
The Titians finished conference
and probably their most known
really means it.
play in third place.
non-conference opponent was
When asked about UNM's
Dye said, "We thought we
NIT bound Illinois State, who
blazing "Automatic" shot-gun,
had a shot at making the
beat the Titians by three.
Marvin Johnson, Dye said, "!
NCAA's. If somebody had told
When he was asked how far
don't know if there is anything Q
me we were going to make it, at
he thought his team could go in
we can do to stop him."
the begining of the year, l don't
the NCAA play-offs, Dye said,
They had to stop San Jose
think I would have been SU'·
"I don't know anything about
.. St,t~tte__~8· 78_,~sa11 ))ie¥o State::..6::.4_,_·_ __,P:..:r.::is:..:e.::d:....'_'----·------·'--..lt11h'll!'"tt"-.- " - - - - - - - - - - - - l

They are not exactly a house
hold name in the basketball
world.
They haven't set the court on
fire with bl And they have
never been honored with an
invitation from the NCAA to

Car Hits, Kills Student
A UNM freshman was killed in a hit and run accident while attempting to cross Mesa Vista. He was
near University sorority and fraternity houses with
two friends, police said.
Martin Paul Terry, 18, was killed at about 1:30 a.m.
Sunday. The two women with h;m were Iiot injured.
Police arrested a UNM junior, William W.
Beaumont, 21, and charged him with vehicular
homicide and leaving the scene of an accident with

injuries.
Police said Beaumont allegedly was tjle driver of the
car headed west on Mesa Vista "at a high rate of
speed.'' They said the driver apparently lost control of
the car, careened into a parked car, hit Terry and
continued west, striking two more parked cars.
The automobile was found at University and
Tuc' ~r. N.E., and after a search, police said they
disco~ered Beaumont hiding in a ditch.
,,

Women
Educated
On Rape
By JANE QUESNEL

LOBO Staff Writer
The Houston resolution on rape
contains two very important points.
The first states that a victim's past
sexual behavior cannot be used as
evidence against her. The second
calls for an amendment to the
criminal sex code, allowing a
spouse to be sued for sexual assault.
Mary Adams Trujillo, a
representative of the Rape Crisis
Center, and Libby Atkins, a
prosecutor for the district attorney's office, were among those
who met to educate forum participants on rape and on the
Houston proposals.
The Rape Crisis Center was
begun in 1973 by a group of women
interested in rape who felt it was
important they do something about
it. The Center serves as an
educational facility, as well as
aiding the sexual assault response
team in providing assistasnce to the
rape victim immediately after
assault, during hospitalization and
throughout any legal action.
Atkins sid that those who commit
sexual assault are the worst type of
repeat offenders.
"They're just creeps for the most
part," she said. "It's the only way
they can get it, and they get the
people who can't defend themselves. Rape is not a sex act, it's a
total power trip and a total
humiliation.''
Both Atkins and Trujillo praised
the Albuquerque Police Department as "true professionals."
"Their rape detectives are excellent and the evidence gathering
meticulous," said Atkins.
Often the district attorney's
office is unwilling .. , prosecute if
they feel they cannot win.
"Sometimes it's hard to take a
case into the courtroom," Atkins
continued. "A four-year-old tends
to go in there and cry. Usually the
earliest age for a child is !0 or 11
before you can be succesful with
them as witneses.''

1

Promised Spanking
Brings Abuse Charges
0

~
'"'

~
0

8

·5
::E

:l:

z"'

"'

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (UP!)
- A Nine-year-old Hamilton
County boy told his parents if they
whipped him, he would call the
police and report· that his mother
and fattier were child abusers.
The unidentified woman, 24 years old and the mother of five·
other children, said Tuesday she
decided to call her son's "Bluff'
and notified police herself.

~

p.,

World News

Officer AI Attwooa mvestigated
the case and said he found no child
abuse and that the boy had wanted
to avoid a spankin&.

Senate Approval Doubted

"I told
home and
he could
custody,"

Oil Tax Fa,ces ·Battle

him if he didn't like his
didn't want to live there,
be placed in protective
Attwood said.

It all started when the woman
refused to buy something at a store
that the child wanted. She said the
youth said he was going to stealit if
she didn't buy it. He was then told
he would get a spanking.
She said the youth then
threatened to call police and report
the pare.nts as child ahnsers.

WASHINGTN (UPl) - Sen.
Russell B. Long, D-La., told
President Carter Tuesday that the
Senate will not approve the administration's proposed tax on
domestic oil under any circumstances.
.
,
Long said after a meeting in the
White House. with Carter that the
President had "some doubts"about
his assessment of this key provision
in the omnibus eMrgy package
which has been languishing in
Congress since last year.

The House last year, by a narrow
margin, approved a tax which
would raise the domestic price for
crude oil to world levels with the
money to be rebated to the taxpayers. The Senate refused to go
along.
Long met with Carter as various
members of the Senate Energy
Committee tried again to put into
place some acceptable compromise
on legislation dealing with natural
gas prkes.
l f a compromise is reached, the

Explosion Pumps·
Pesticide into Air
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Lobos End Season Abuse .Panel Forms
In Polls' Top Five

VICKSBURG, Miss. (UP!) An explosion and fire in a chemical
plant sent a whitish cloud of
pesticide gas drifting northward up
the Mississipi River Tuesday,
forcing thousands to flee their
homes, businesses and schools in
Mississippi and Louisiana.
Chemists argued over the danger
of the cloud of methyl parathion
but about six hours after the blast,
the gas began to clear around
Vicksburg and Delta, La., and
authorities began letting residents
return to their homes. ·

people rushed out of the town when
the cloud approached. "We just
told them to scatter," he said.
"We were mightly lucky. If the
wind had been blowing west, it
would have been a mess."
Wilson said environmental
scientists were checking the town to
make sure it was safe before
residents returned.

For persons were slightly injured
in the explosion at the Vicksburg
Chemical Co., and a number of
persons - some of them in cars were sickened by tl,\.e_gas, but there
apparently were no serious injuries.
At Delta, Webster Parish Chief
Deputy J.W. Wilson said 3,000

MADRID, Spain (UP!) - A
military court in Barcelona Tuesday
handed down two-year prison
sentences to four actors whose play
about a 1974 execution offended
the Spanish army.
The court-martial found that the
"Els Joglars" (The Comedians)
troupe slandered the armed forces
with its skit "La Torna" (The
Exchange). The play depicted
officers of a military court as
drunken and incompetent.
The director of the company,
Albert Boadella, 35, and another
actor escaped from custody last
week and were not tried.
During the trial Monday, the
sound of riot police firing teargas
and rubber bullets at students
demonstrating in support of the
actors could be heard inside the
courtroom, witnesses said.
In Madrid, police were called in
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Today's Special

Senate negotiators will then present
it to their House counterparts in
hopes of breaking the natural gas
deadlock which has persisted since
before Christm11s.
Long, chiarman of the Senate
Finance Committee, said his
discussion with Carter focused on
the energy bill and added, "The
President is anxious that we should
pass as much of it as possible.
"I explained to the President
that, in my view, the crude oil
equalization tax could not be
passed by the Senate, as of now,
under any imaginable set of .circumstances." Long said. "The
President had some doubts about
that matter."

Monday night, rightwing toughs
roughed up youths, broke store
windows and demonstrated in the
street shouting "the army to
power." The incidents followed the
funeral for two policemen shot and
killed Sunday night in Victoria in a
hail of <nhmachine gun bullets.

Flynt Probe
Hushed Up
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. (UP!)
Police issued composite
drawings Tuesday of ·a man and
woman · wanted "as witnesses" in
the ambush shooting of Hustler
magazine publisher Larry Flynt,
fighting for life with a bullet in his
stomach.
Despite six hours of wrgery,
docrors failed to remove the second
of two bullets that struck the 35
year old Flynt on a streetcbrner
Monday during a recess in his
obscenity trial.
"If the pain wasn't so bad, this
would be du.ck soup," he told his
wife Althea, 24, during a period of
consciousness. He remained in
critical condition and rumors
persisted that he was paralyzed.
At a news conference late
Tuesday, Gwinnett County Police
Chief John Crunkleton was still
uncommunicative about the investigation.

Burrito

Rice
Beans
with Green Chile
$1.10
Casa Del Sol
Upper Level

New IV1exico Union Food Service

Striking Farmers
Recruit Truckers

Senate-House negotiators on the
crude oil tax have been waiting for
the conferees on natural gas to
complete their work before starting
to bargain on the tax issue.
Long said he would talk to Rep.
Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee and with those in the
House who side with Carter and
Energy Secretary James Schlesinger
on the crude oil tax.

Spanish Court Sentences
Actors for Offensive Play

to clear the City Cultural Center
where a crowd of about 100
protestors demonstrated against the
trial of the actors.
The sentences of the convicted
actors- Maria de Maeztu, Gabriel
Renom, Andres Solsona and
Arnalda Vilardego - still must be
signed by Gen. Francisco Coloma
Gallegos, miliary commander of
the Barcelona region, before they
can be imprisoned.
The verdict was announced amid
a resurgence of political violence
and party infighting.
In the Basque town of Vito ria

The New Mexico Lobos, winners of the 1978 Western Athletic Conference, finished out the regular season ranked in the nation's top five in
both wire service college basketball polls released early Tuesday morning.
In the final regular season Associated Press sportswriters' and sportscasters' poll, the Lobos jumped three notches from last week's number
eight ranking to number five in the nation.
.
In the final regular seasori United Press lntemational.coaches' poll,
UNM went up one notch from number five to number four in the nation.
In 1965, the Lobos got as high as number three in the nation in the AP
poll with an 11-1 record. UCLA and Louisville were number one and two
ahead of the 'Pack. At the same time, the Lobos were ranked number four
in the UPI poll.
In the AP poll, UNM received 566 points. Number four De Paul nabbed
605 points and number six Michigan St. nabbed 456.
The Lobos received 238 points in the UPI poll and two first-place votes.
Number three Marquette got 310 points and two first-place votes and
number five Michigan St. nabbed 210 points.
Both wire service polls agreed on the top three teams putting Kentucky
number one, UCLA number. two and Marquette number three.

The Lobos Win The WAC
Follow Them_ To Tempe.
Charter Bus
Game Ticket
Lunch

March 11
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United Press International
Striking farmers in the nation's
midsection Tuesday passed out
pamphlets, bumper stickers and
sometimes coffee and sndwiches,
urging truckers to cease delivery of
food supplies "to make sure
Congress knows we're still out
here."
Two freight trains also were
stopped in West Texas by the
dissident farm group.
A leader of the American
Agriculture Movement, which
started a nationwide strike in
December to protest low farm
prices, said the farmers wanted to
put pressure on food supplies and
force Congress into action.
"We're trying to disrupt the
supply of food to the grocery
store," movement leader Mike
Paschel said in Hereford, Texas.
"We don't want to starve anybody.
We'd just like to get their attention.
"We want to make sure congress
knows we're still out here."
The farm strike had been
relatively quiet since hearings began
in several congressional committees
this winter on new farm legislation.
The farmers previously had
blockaded food distribution centers
and grain' and livestock markets to
get their point across.
But last week about 200 farmers
were arrested when they tried to
block a port-of-entry at McAllen,
Tex., to protest importation of
Mexican farm goods. American
agriculture leaders promised a
renewed nationwide protest for the
following week.
The informational pickets were

set up Tuesday at state ports-ofentry at Texico, N.M., and Belle
Fourche, S.D., as well as along
highways outside Lubbock and
Lytle, Tex. Two Burlington
Northern freight trains were
stopped by farmers at Kirklnd, Tex.
The pickets urged truckers ·to
stop, then encouraged them to stop
delivery of food supplies. Some
truckers stopped. Some didn't.
At Sikeston, Mo., about 200
farmers blocked the entrance to the
Malone and Hyde warehouse to
prevent trucks from going into or
out of the food distribution facility.
Seven pickets sites were set up in
a 40-mile radius of Lubbock, offering truckers coffe~ and sandwiches if they would stop.
"Primarily they are contacting
truckers hauling food stuffs, "said
Texas Department of Public
Safewty Lt. W.A. Cody. "Those
that are hauling food stuffs they're
asking to turn back. A few of them
are turning back."
Cody said some farmers were
using their pickup trucks as a
''rolling
truckers toroadblock''
stop. "However,
to force
these
instances have been intermittent,"
he said.
Farmer Denzil Lacy said farmers
had stopped the two freight trains
at Kirkland, Tex., to talk with the
train crews.
"We visited with the conductor
and engineer and put a few stickers
on their trains," Lacy said. "We
told them we had to have more
money."

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Staff Writer
Among those forming a Child
Abuse workshop panel were BCMC
pediatrician Carol Geil, Rachel
Levy from the Public Defenders
Office and social workers from the
Family Resources Center.
Although stereotyped as a
problem of the lower income
bracket, child abuse actually is a
problem which knows no economic
barriers. A problem which covers
physical abuse, sexual abuse,
nutrition'al deprivation, emotional
abuse and pornographic exploitation.
Abusr is becoming harder to
detect, for many physicians fail to
report it due perhaps to a distrust of
the social services system, a
reluctance to label an injury as·
abuse or a desire to avoid legal
involvement.
There does appear to be a
connection between child abuse and
juvenile delinquency, fo-r an
estimated 35 percent of juvenile
delinquents have been, or are being
abused. Also, abuse is a vicious
cycle, for children who are abused
often become abusive parents.
Education seems to be the answer
to the problem. Persons at Family
Resource Center feels that most
parents want to be good parents,
but that they need help. While the
community is recognizing this need,
many still have the impression that
parenting is a naturally instinctive
type of thing.
Although APS provides classes
designed
to
help
educate
prospective mothers and
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The farmers said they would use
tractors to block the port-of-entry.
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The possibility of charging parttime students with a graduated
activity fee will the subject of a
special ASUNM Finance Committee hearing today,
The hearing will be held in the
returning students association
lounge in the SUB at I :30 p.m.

Levy feels they are failing. "APS
has programs that look very· good
on paper, " she said, "but they
don't work. Many kids take these
classes feeling that their school is a
prison and that their teachers have
totally different expectations from
theirs.
"Expcr1mcnt
in 'jeWiJilt "Learning
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HEYERDAHLSETSCOURSE
Bahrein (UPI) -· Thor Heyerdahl, the Norwegian explorer and
anthropologist, headed his reed-built vessel Tigris across the
Arabian Sea Monday towards the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea.
After being becalmed for nearly a week with his 10 man crew on
the raft, Heyerdahl, in a radio message received here, revealed for the
first time th_e ultimate destination of his Tigris expedition to prove
that the anc1ent Sumerians were capable of building vessels of reeds
5,000 years ago which could be navigated and sailed great distances
·
in the oceans.
The 18 meter long Tigris, launched on the banks of the river Tigris
last Nov. II, has so far visited the island Emirate of Bahrein the
Arabian sultanate of On1an and lastly Pakistan, the home of the
ancient Indus valley civilization.
All these localities are thought by scientists to have had trade
relations some 4,000 to 5,000 years ago with Mesopotania.
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Editorial

Carter's Stuff
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America will soon be seeing what stuff its President is made
of as President Carter faces two severe tests ·in the next four
""".<lJ weeks:
·
[if . .A,fter months of inaction in the coal strike, Carter reluctantly
p...
1nvoked the Taft-Hartley Act Monday trying to force coal miners
back to work. But the murmurs will ignore the order and continue their strike.
CARTE.R MADE HIS DECISION based on the fact that millions of
Americans were suffering as a result of the strike. We're anxious
to s~e how forcefully he follows through on the action of enforcing the Act. That will be one true test of the President's
power.
Another key test for our President will come next month when
se:veral Israeli officials visit this country in an effort to get stalled
M 1ddle East peace talks moving again.
There is no other nation in the world !hat exerts as rnuch influe_nce over Israel as the United States does. It is painfully
obv1ous that Israeli obstinance is the main factor in the stalled
peace talks.
Th_ere is already a lot of talk circulating that this is a one-term
Pres1dent. Carter's critics say he has failed miserably on such
efforts as the Panama Canal traaties and the energy package.
If Carter wants to shed that image, he has two major tests to
pass very soon.
<lJ
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Bible Belts
by Christians on Campus
The Bible is a wonderful book. It is "the Book" among all
books I It took 1600 years to complete, starting with Moses, the
greatest prophet of God, and ending with the Apostle John. It
was confirmed 300 years later (397 A.D.) at a council held at
Carthage• in North Africa. Not long after that, the Bible was
locked away from the people for nearly a thousand years, from
the 6th century through the 15th century. History calls this
period the Dark Ages. Human society became dark because the
Bible, containing all the divine light, was locked away from
humanity.
Then, in the Reformation, God used Martin Luther to unlock
the Bible. At the same time, printing was invented, allowing the
Bible to be printed. Although ihe Bible was unlocked, it was not
so open. Yet, we thank the lord that during the past five centuries He has opened up His Word again and again through many
great teachers. We stand on their shoulders and we are grateful
to them. We thank the Lord that today the Bible is so open to us,
allowing us to feed on the living Word.
What is the Bible? We know that the word "Bible" means "the
Book." But what is this book? The Bible itself says, "all scripture" or "every scripture is God breathed" (2 Tim. 3:16 GK.) The
Bible is the breath of God. It is not merely the word or the
thought of God, but the very breath of God. Whatever we
breathe out is our breath, and this breath proceeds out of our
being. So the Bible as th·e breath of God is something breathed
out of the being of God. The Bible contains the very element of
God. Whatever God is, is contained in this living book. God is
light, life, love, power, wisdom and many other items. All these
items of what God is have been breathed out into the Bible.
Whenever we come to this book with an open heart and an open
spirit, we can immediately touch something living; not just
thoughts, concepts, knowledge, words, or sentences, but
something deeper than all these things. We touch God Himself.
In addition, we have some verses which tell us that the Bible
has many other functions. The Bible has the wisdom which can
help us to be saved (2Tim. 3:15).1t has the producing function of
a seed. Through the Word of the Bible we can be reborn
regenerated (1 Pet. 1:23). After the new birth, the Word of th~
Bible is milk and food to us that we may be nourished to grow in
the Lord (1 Pet. 2:2; Matt. 4:4). So, we must eat the Word (Jer.
15:16), that is, take the Word into us by exercising our spirit over
the Word.
·
Also, the Bible can give us the best teaching and perfect the
man of God (Rom. 15:4; 2 Tim. 3:16-17). If we belong to the Lord
and desire to be perfect, we can surely receive perfection
throu_gh His living Word.
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Pit for.JntramuraJ·
Editor:
Finally a winning team - too bad - somehow the winning
makes the University's support of semi- pro athletics
justifiable; I disagree and ask how the training, stabling and
whoring of these young gladiators can be construed as part of
the purpose of an institute of higher learning? This question is
ignored by an administration headed by an ex-coach; a regency
membered by the wife (who had never attended a university
before appointment) of a beer distributing, bank owning, "ball"
.supporter; functionally illiterate college students; an alumni hell
bent on having homecomings; and a legislature more concerned
about the debts of a group of nuns than opportunities for
education - never questioning the enormous amounts of
money poured into intercollegiate athletics. Money flows like
hot grease for these young pros, cooling and congealing thickly
on the many hands of the team members, coaches,
businessmen, T.V. stations, newspapers ... , ad nauseam. Why
did the losing football coterie receive a $9 million press box? A
new tennis club on university property for the hoity-toity? And
now the women are demanding a jock strap made out of the
same amount of money?
This waste does nothing for the education of students at this
university and does less for their physical fitness, The campus
lacks money for adequate libraries, salaries, equipment, parking
lots, and recreation fcilities for students and faculty. I say forget
the WAC, fire the coaches, send the budding pros to summer
camps and make the Pit into a multi purpose recreation facility,
spend the leftover money on libraries and develop a cq.mprehensive intramural and personal fitness program, and
perhaps all those vicarious Lob om aniacs will get off their fat
asse_s to enjoy physical exertion for their own sake.
M.Brown

IS
The New Me;dco Public Interest
Research Group will hold its annual
meeting Thursday from 4 to 8 p.m.
at the International Center and
Friday from 4 to 8 in Room 230 of
the SUB.
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AGEE LOSES APPEAL
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (UPI) - The Dutch State Concil,
the government's highest dvisory body, Monday dismissed former
CIA agent Philip Agee's request to suspend a decision to expel him.
Agee's lawyer Wim Van Bennekom said it was now unavoidable
that Agee should have to leave Holland by the end of March.
Agee, 43, author of the book "Inside the Company - A CIA
Diary," came to Holland last June after having been expelled from
Britain and France. While he was staying in Holland, West Germany
refused him entry.
The Dutch government has refused to extend his residence permit,
saying his activities in Holland did not serve any Dutch interest and
were a risk for the country's international relations.
Van Bennekom told the council that Agee planned to return to the
United States later this year or next year but if he returned now the
publicatin of a new book he has written would pr.obabl~ be
'
prevented there by court action.
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Come by the office and pick up your forrns today.
Mail the forms immediately to C.S.S._in Berkeley to
insure that the qompleted forms will be at UNM's
Financial Aid office by April!, 1978.

to mtervrew candrdates

Consult your Placement Office,
for degree and field of study
requirements

*The only financial aid available this' summer will be work-study
andNMSL.

by Garry Trudeau.
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MEDICAID CHIEF NAMED
W AS_HINGTON (UP!) - Richard Heim, former executive
director of N7w Mexico's Health and Social Services Department, will
be named ch1ef of the $20 billion a year Medicaid program, it was
announced Monday.
The program is expected to provide health care services for 21.3
million needy persons this year.

PENNSYLVANIA'S BEST
WASHINGTON, Pa. (UPI)- Sandy Dell, 22, of Latrobe, has been
chosen as Miss Pennsylvania 1978 and will represent the state in the
Miss USA Pageant at Charleston, S.C. next month.
Miss Dell, a blonde-haired beauty who stands 5 feet 5 inches tall and
weighs 107 pounds, was chosen over 76 other contestants Saturday
night in the Miss Pensylvania pageant at Franklin Mall, Washington
County.
TheM iss USA Pageant will be nationally televised April29.
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An "impenetrable information barrier" has historically insulated ~
American prisons from public scrutiny, according to two UNM faculty ::=:
members who want to produce a television film documentary on in- ~
carceration in New Mexico.
ll.
"
0
Sociology Professor Paul Sutton and English lecturer Lawrence
Holm berg are collaborating with the New Mexico Humanities Council on ~
the project, which will consider issues of corrections and imprisonment -<"
"that will be representative of the problems of prisons everywhere," r-'
Sutton says.
.
"We've got the full cooperation of the New Mexico Department of .0
Corrections," Sutton adds. "That's commendable on their part. Giving us ;::;::
permission to go ihto state prison facilities to film reflects the commitment [
of Corrections Secretarv Ed Mahr to open up corrections to the public."
~
00

An exhibition of recent acrylic
paintings by Geraldine Mlynek will
be sl}OWn at the Jonson Gallery
through March 30 from 12-6 p.m.
except Mondays.

DOONESBURY

Record Straightener
Editor:
Slanderous allegations have been leveled against the "Mormon" church by Brother Jed Smock, the foot-stomping, selfappointed, mall evangelist, claiming it to be .the "church of the
.devil" and calling Joseph Smith, the church's first president, a
false prophet. Let's set the record straight:
1) The real name of the "Mormon" church is the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
2) The Book of Mormon, an ancient record of the inhabitants
of the American continents, and of Christ's visit to these people
shortly after his resurrection, states in the title page the purpose
of the record - "to the convincing of the Jew and the Gentile
that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal God."
3) The coming forth of the Book of Mormon was prophesied in
the Bible tEzek. 37:16, 17). NOTE: Anciently, books were written
on parchment and rolled on rods or sticks, thus "stick" in the
passage apparently refers to "book."
4) The first Article of Faith of the church states: We believe in
God, the Eternatl Father, and in His Son, Jesus Christ, and in the
Holy Ghost. ·
5) The eleventh Article of Faith affirms the church's belief in
freedom of worship- for everyone.
6) The main emphasis o.f the church is on the family. The
church's family home evening program has been used by
airlines, prisons, and other churches in an effort to strengthen
the family and society as a whole. The church uses the TV media
extensively in an effort to promote the family unit.
7) The central figure in the church is Jesus Christ.
Does this sound like the church of the devil? Of that, you must
be the judge.
Richard Harris

Prisons To be Filmed~
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL
The UNM sophomore theater
arts students have come a long way
since last semester's production of
City of Voices. Bill II of the Acts of
Passion contained three one-act
plays which were all clear and.
thankfully, well acted. Acts of
Passion is a catch-all title to like

fl!iiQ!!Ju®J~!W. ilii'ililG~d'a IU®il~lllil.lil:l@>l@>pm
~liJIJ!illil !IDloillh@@m

three pieces which otherwise are not
tied together in tany obvous
manner. But why worry? It is the
variety and juxtaposition of these
pieces which is the virtue of viewing
them all on the same bill.

$2.50 GENERAL PUBLIC/$1.25 STUDENTS
.
Tickets On Sale Nrw at the Popejoy & SUB Box Olflces
&all Tlcketm ...ter Loc•tlons

pressive. The situa'tion centers
around an Eastern Indian who is
lost in New York City, not knowing
a word of English. While the Indian
helplessly waits at a bus stop, two
teenage ruffians harrass him unmercifully. The tension and absolute confusion within each
character and the difficulties these
characters nave relatmg to eacn
other are brought out to a sharp,
painful focus. The acting by DAvid
Medeiros as the Indian, and_ Chris
Bush and Gregory Elder as the New
York street teenagers is wonderfully
natural. I'll admit, I didn't expect

King Marvin'

The Los Angeles Lakers had Wilt
the "Stilt," the Philadelphia 76ers
have "Dr. J. ", and now the New
Mexico Lobos have "King" Marvin
Johnson.

The evening closed with the Irish
comedy, Bedtime Story, by Sean
O'Casey. Fine performances by
David Bregman as the fumbling
Mulligan and Sharon Taylor as the
seductive femme fatal, Angela,
carried this comedy of errors in
which Mulligan hilariously tries to
untangle the consequenses of a
passionate, night in his boarding
room with Angela. Bill II will be
presented again tonight in the
Experimental Theater.

The night opened with the
Ed. Note: see review of the first
premiere original play by student
bill of the one-act plays in ThurWilliam Gibson. This is a living anything so powerful from a
sday's issue.
room comedy dealing with a young sophomore production. And the
woman who is considering induction into a "blind herd" society
in small town America. Although
there were some slow moments in
the action and through the social
comment was somewhat simplistic,
The independent film series continues tonight with five films by two of
Gibson's command of dialogue was
the most influential women to have worked in the independent movement.
·very good. The comedy pitch was
Jonas
Mekas wrote of the late Marie Menken "she catches the bits and
usually high, keeping the play
fragments
of the world around her and organizes them into aesthetic
enjoyable.
unities which communicate to us. We are invited to a communion we
?issolve ourselves into the flow of her images, we experience admitt~nce
T'!_e act of the night was Israel mto the sanctuary of Menken's soul. We take part in her secret thoughts
Horovitz's The Indian Wants the and we become more beautiful ourselves. She saves us from our own
Bronx. Directed by James Linnell, - ~gliness. f!ag.atelle fo~ Willard Maas, made for her husband, attempts to
this tense act was absolutelv imsynchromze mto a lync statement some observations on Versailles.' "

Johnson,
more commonly
known to Lobo basketball fans as
"Automatic," ruled the court
Thursday night and Saturday
afternoon as UNM swept its last

movies at the SUB

Saturday, Aprill., 8:00p.m.
Johnson Gymnasium
Reserved Seats $7.00 & $6.00
Available at all Ticketmaster Locations:
UNM SUB and Popejoy Hall Box Officees
All LP. Goodbuy and General Store Locations
H.Cook in Winrock and Candyman in Santa Fe

Join the

•

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

MEL BROOKS

Marvin Johnson: Daily LOBO P/ayerofthe Week

Eye Music in Red Major, Menken said, is "a study in light based on
persistence of vision and enhancement from eye fatigue." The final work
will be Mood Mondrian, described as "a film of a painting of a sound."
Mondrian's "Broadway Boogie-Woogie" is translated into a boogie
rhythm.

Ruggers Drop Two
By RAY GLASS
LOBO Sports Writer
A lack of experience in the backline positions and sloppy passing took
their toll on the UNM Rugby Club as the ruggers Saturday afternoon lost
two games to the Santa Fe Santos.
The UNM A-side, plagued by penalties, lost 11-8 while the B-side lost
17-12 as their passing broke down in the second hal f.
An injury and disciplinary action forced the A-side to play three inexperienced players on the back line. Mike Nichols broke his hand earlier in
the s:ason while two other players were kept out of the lineup for missing
practice.
"The inexperience is why our passes broke down," said Richard Brown,
a UNM A-side player. "The substitutes are good players but just not
experienced. And that's bad when you play against a good team like Santa

Gunvor Nelson is a westcoast filmmaker who visited campus two years
ago to show her complete works. Take Off is a humorous commentary on
women's role in society, consisting of a striptease. Fog Pumas is a
dream/nightmare film that successffully attempts to re-create the bizarre
logic and fragmented visuals of the dreaming mind.

_T\VO films by Bruce Bailie will be shown Thursday, - Valentin de las
Sierras and Quick Billy. Of the _first Bailie wrote "Skin, eyes, horses hair,
sun, earth. Old song of Mexican hero, Valentin, sung by blind Jose
Santollo Nasido.'' Quick Billy is a "personal record of the author's
psychic journey and physical recovery during a period of his life which
might be described essentially as one of transformation .. .' the dark wood
encountered in the middle of life's journey' (Dante)."

Fe. "

Friday will bring W.C. Fields in Never Give a Sucker an Even Break,
reportedly his best film.
Saturday'sfilm will be Design for Living directed by Ernst Lubitsch and
starring Gary Cooper, Fredric Marsh, and Miriam Hopkins as artists living
together in a Paris attic who become more concerned with who's on the
couch than what's on the callvas.
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After leading 8-7 at halftime on a try by Hank Crumpton and a try by
Bernie Dittenhofer from a loose kick by Danny Fulmar, UNM gave up a
try early in the second half on a breakaway run.
For the rest of the game UNM played catch-up, but offside and hand
penalties hurt their efforts. UNM missed two opportunities to score late in
the game. They kicked the ball through the endzone from ten yards out and
speedster Mike Lucero was tackled on a breakaway by the last Santa Fe
defender between Lucero and the goal.
The B-side trailed Santa Fe by one point, 7-6, at halftime, behind a try
by Mario Illanes and a Steve Leal conversion kick after the try.
But UNM's passsing went sour in the second half and Santa Fe scored
two tries after picking off errant passes behind the UNM defense. A try
late in the game by Carl Hawkins closed out the scoring.
UNM, now 2-2 overilll, has an open weekend March 11 before traveling
to Utah in two weeks. UNM plays the University of Utah in Salt Lake City
on March 17 and BYU in Provo on March 18.

mQrle men ken
and
Gunvcu Nelson

"'<3.n

o.nd

regular season home games to win
the Western Athletic Conference.
The senior co-captain from
DeRidder, La. ended the WAS
season as the conference's leading
scoring. In 14 WAC games,
Johnson averaged 23.9 points a
game, and in 27 games overall, he
averag&l24.4.
Other a wards Johnson received
for his performance's over the
weekend were:
-Sports Illustrated College Player
of the Week.
-WAC Player of the Week (His
second WAC honor this season.)
-Daily LOBO Player of the
Week. (Also his second this
season.)
Thursday night, Johnson broke
three scoring records in the Lobo's
111-88 victory over Colorado State.
They were:
-New Mexico single season
scoring record (Johnson ended the
season with 658 points. Willie Long
scored 621 in 1971.
-A rena single game scoring
record -48-points, broke his own
record of 46 against Kentucky St.
-WAC single game scoring record
-50 points- previously held by Flynn
Robinson of Wyoming and Jerry
Chambers of Utah.
Along with all these individual
honors, Johnson also shares as
piece of .the WAC trophy with the
rest of the Lobo basketball team
and coaching staff.

Eye music In
Red ffinjor
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mood mondtiQn
T<lke Off
also

We could tell you about
the great places we work,
the specialists we work
with and all the other
benefits of Army Nursing.

~xpetiment
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"""'..._,

Bngatelle Fot
Wlllntd ffiOiOiS

Rules the Court

decision to frame this act with two
comedies was brilliant.

Independent
films by
two women:

'Jew7J;fL CLeafning

Fog PumOis

But we're looking for
nurses who care more
about patients.
Whatever the reasons·
behind our special style
of nursing, we see it work
small wonders every day,
and we're extremely proud
of it.
If you will graduate soon
with a minimum of a BSN,
you can share in that
special feeling of pride
and accomplishment with
us.
Your local Army Nurse
Corps Representative wi II
be happy to tell you more.

Wed.8:00
at
The Union
(sub) TheQtte

Call collect:
Staff Sgt. Luis Olvera
(5()5) 766-3604
2500 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 300
Citizens Bank Building

The Army Nurse Corps. We
need more people like you.

present

~ ASUNM Speakers"

y
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Thursdo.y:
Two Films by
Bruce Bo.lllle
o.t8:00

Committee

CJ'opic:
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$2.50 GENERAL PUBUC/$1.25 STUDENTS
Tickets On Sale Now at the Popejoy & SUB Box Offices
& a II Ticket master Locations
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In The Wyoming Mall

Quality Plants
at The Lowest Prices

slarrmg

MADELINE KAHN CLORIS LEACHMAN~ HARVEY KORMAN
e

also starring

2268-C Wyoming NE/Ailuquerque, N.M./87112/ph. 505-294-3072

DICK VAN PATTEN· RON CAREY· HOWARD MORRIS

AMEL BROOKS FILM ·Produced and Directed by MEL BROOKS
Written by MEL BROOKS· RON CLARK· RUDY DeLUCA· BARRY LEVINSON· Music by JOHN MORRIS
Color by DElUXE® NOW AN ACE PAPERBACK

IMUSIC FROM ··ntcH AHXIm" AVAilABLE oN ELEKTRA/ASYLUM RECORDS &TAPEs. I
,. 197820fHCENTURY·FOX

~-~J... ®
LqJ

STARTS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
Check your lccal newspaper for theatre listing

Just Arrived
A New Shipment

~lmmg

MADELINE KAHN · CLORIS LEACHMAN· HARVEY KORMAN
,r.. ,r"''"l DICK YAH PATTEN· RON CAREY· HOWARD MORRIS
AMEL BROOKS FILM ·Produced and Directed by MEL BROOKS
Wrilten by MEL BROOKS · RON CLARK · RUDY DeLUCA· BARRY LEVINSON· Music by JOHN MORRIS

of

Rubber Plants
Areca Palms

COIOI by nil Ull • NOW IN ACI PAPIRBACt

Theatl'e 1 1:00 -...on 'i•O() 7•1)0

Todn_y's Specinl
Cheese mob.Y Lobo
Fries
Lorge Coke

The Deli now has
Hamburgers
and Cheeseburgers
Grilled to
your order

$1.35

(After 3:00p.m. only)

lower Level

Main Floor
>H

Food Service

10% Discount to UNM students with ID

4~tU!

'Theatre 2 2:00 4~00 6:00 8:00 tn···OO
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CONTACTS??? POLISIIINO & SOLUTIONS
Casey Optical Company. 2:55~8736
·
tf~
AC:C:URATE INFORMATION ABOUT i:on-

~

~
0
H

>i
~
·~

traccption, stcril!zaUon, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04(28
DELIVER LUNCH,. Cararro's Pizza will deli.vcr
s:mdwicflcs, pizza, salads to your desk !'I lunch time,
C:all 268-2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF YOU'RE Ht}NGRY at night give
Cararro's Pizza a call for dciiVCry of its famous pizza,
sandwiches, and salads. 268·2300.

..

03/09

TWO WOMEN SEEK third to share house near
BC:MC:. C:all266-0310.
03/08.
ROOMY 1 RR, furnished, ulilitles paid, $18S, 116
HorvardSE, B9B-1254.
Ol/21

5.

FOR SALE

PIMENTEL GRAND C:ONC:ERT. Made (//72,
excellent condition. $600, Call.266~8142.
03/13
BIC:YC:LES: NEW SHIPMENT of 1~0 Benin
b1~yelc.~. Pre-senson sale prices, $189 and up, R.C,
Hallett S1 843-9378,
tfn
PRAKTICA LLC 35SLR pcntacon/EE 50/1.8 $85;
WA Lens-, tele/mic adap~er, filters. Call 266-8117

6.

z

2.

PAR.T-TIME _JOB; SaLes, flexible )lours, good pay.
Poss-!Qie full~tlme for summer. Call: Phil franclyk,
C:.L. u., 883-5>60,
.
.03/14
OVERSEAS JOBS~-Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
Amerka, Australia, As!a, etc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free in·
forn!aJion. Write; BHP CQ., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkeley, Ca, 94704.
03/10
PART-1"!ME JOB GRADUAT~ stlldents only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs, old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores tit ~704 Lornas NE, 5516 Mcnaul NE.
03/10
C:OUPLES SUMMER WORK, Gallur KOA
Kampground. Hou~ing plus ~alary. 863-50il. 03/14
SE~~·MOTIVATED PEOPLE 10 ·sell display ad·
vcrtlsl!lg for 1'-J,M. Daily LOBO, Must have car.
Come by Marron Hall, Room 133.
.
tfn
EXPERIENC:ED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wage.), medium rips, nights and wecke!lds, See Frank
at Roy'.~ Place, 5914 Centml, 266-7807. Must be 21.
03/13
ADDITIONAL DANCERS AND projccLionists
needed, Flexible hours. Apply Kiva Theater 1202
Centrai.SW, 242-2463.
03/10

LOST&FOUND

7.

3.

4.

TRAVEL

SERVICES

8.

HOUSING

ONE IJLOCK UNM, deluxe one bc.droont furnished
atmrtmcm. Twin or· double beds, SISS. Varsity
HoU\c, 141 ColumbiaSE.
03/10
ROOMMATF, m;AUTIFUL HOUSE in C:orralcs-·
non·<,moker, prcrcr'graduarc student. late twenties.
$145. 89a·7798.
03/0B
NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2·Ddrrn apt.
$95Jmo. Prefer someone in mid-twenties. Call Tolya
256-1235.
03/09
RM f·OR kENT, gay only. $120/month, furnished,
billo; paid. Share wilh another gay. Call John al 2561841, hep trying.
03/09
NE, 2 BEDROOM, Sl25. large yard, kids, pets
allowed, no lca~e. 262·17$1, Valley Rentals, $30 ree.
03/10

26 Niche
29 Interfered
DOWN
harmfully
34 Lined up
1 Make visible
35 Tree of Life
2 Walking
site
stick
37 Roman VIP
3 Scope
of old
4 Scatter
38 Curler's cap
about
39 Animal
5 Petter
raiser
41 Truck
61n flames
42 Tete-----:
7 Household
In private
implement
44 Summit
8 Rhymester
45 Fires:Siang
9 Watercourse
46 "It was no
1
0
-------off:
trouble": 3
Avoided
words
48 "Tristan and 11 Uncommon
12 Affirm
50 Wager
13 Light

..

Uh?{VW

EMPLOYMENT

C'IDITAR- LESSONS. lniroductory lesson free. Folk,' . \!VCS,
03/08
0
u
classical or rock. Experienced teacher.- Private
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. S~nsui Receiver, 4lcsso)Ts. Call Mate at L& M MusicStudio247~8158.
way speakers, cassette recorder, turntable. New
factory wammties, Tnkc oYer small monthly
~ SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America
·~ payments.
03/08
26lHJ93.
~ UNM's Andean Center, information 229 Orteg~ RED KIROV VACUUM CLEANER with atl:jall, 277-2636,
.
OJ/08
tachments. Nc't' factory warranty. Commerci<ll
o9 INSTEAD OF THE mindless sex and violence of TV ll1,~tur, $5 I!IOnthly ur $69 ct~slt. No intcrcM. 266·
5B71.
03/08
aJo
come absorb tasleful id display in" Acts of Passion•<
~ 6 one-nels March 5·8, 8 pm in UNM's Experimental
OVER $15,000 DOLLARS in used sewi11g machines,
~
Theatre. Tickets only $1.50 at the Fine Arts Box
Singer, Elna, Viking, Necehi, 1-,haff, just to name a
Oflicc.
OJ/OB
few, Ridiculously low prices from $\5. All guaranteed. 2(18-4394..
03/08
CORRECTION!! "ACTS OF PASSION" runs
March 7 & 8 a11d not Man:h 9 as stated in March
10 VEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed Lay-A-:.Away,
03/08
Calender. Sec ad above,
Color television. Urand new guarMtt:c. No down
pnymcnts. SmaU monthly payments till balance is
PEI~RY'S PIZZA (across from UNM), WE Deliver.
paid off. 266-5871.
03/08
Call843~9750. Try our fresh salad am! slice specials.
AD~RESS ENVELOPES AT home. $800 per rHonth
03/0B
N? DOWN 1-,AYMENTS. One only, Tappan
poss1blc. Any age or location. Sec ad under
Microwave, browning clement, adjustable shelves.
Mis-cellnneous. Triple "S",
03/20
for inform[Jtion 268-4394,
03/08
PART-TIME
JOBS
BARTENDERS
and
waitresses
IRISH-AFGHAN PUPPIES! V~ Irish Setrcr, V~
for catering dinners and receptions. On call basis.
Af?han Hound. 7 golden pl!ps with black masks, 2
Expcrien~c preferred but npt required. Apply in
'iol!d black pups. All with curly hair! Puppy shots
p:r'ion Thursday and Friday bcrween 1:30 & 3:30pm
~Inned. 242-9715,262-0963.
03/09
Wl!h tht: New Mexir.:o Union Food Service in the
BUY THEM NOW, white T·shirts only, 2 for 1.75 at
Sllldenr Union Building.
OJ/10
California Fa~!~_ion Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across
OPENINGS FOR FULL-TIME work in a production
from campus. 266-6872.
03/10
craft-shllp nc<tr UNM for persons adept in non':"ATERIJED: MATTRESS, FRAME, redcstal,
reprc.~enuuimml design, and ub!e w use woodworking
03/14
I~ncr,$ I 25. 268-85J6, BSJ-3874.
tool~. Send resume with your design or crafn
'66 VOLVO WAGON, Excellent coudilion. Best
background to PO Box 4974, AlblJqUcrque 87106, ,
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
offer, C111l Penny, 255·9100,
03/08
03121
277·5907.
ss
1972 SUPcRDEIJTLE, SUNROOF, AMIFM 8REWARD FOR OOLD wntch los' 2/28/78. Sen·
track,, bike ami ski racks. Excellent condition, great
timcntal value. Call268·6306.
03/09
MPG s. 243-0688.
03120
INTERNATIONAL
C:HARTER
fLIGHTS
fOUND NEAR CENTRAL and Washington
SI_NGER FUTURA TOP ofthc line. Slightly u'ied but
shepherd puppy about 6·8'mos. Call292.~ 1323. 03/08
nvailr~blc! Eurailpa~sc.~. travel information at lTC,
still under warranty. Has push button bobbin winder
255-6830 9am-6pm.
03/17
blindhems, docs computeri:.-.cd buttonholing. AI~~
FOUND ABSOLUTELY ADORABLE black puppy.
ha'i hundred<; of rancy stitchc~. Regularly $ROO, now
SPECIAl. ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bus trip.
Since noone has claimed her she must find a new
$150 en.~h. 294-8755.
03/20
Departs March II. $30.00 round trip, $20.00 one
hon'1e ~oon. Ca11266-0252.
03/10
wuy. Cai11TC255-6830.
03/17
'64 CHEVY DELAIR, 4-door, body, motor good
LOST: 3 NAVAJO textbooks, notes. Call243-641 S.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _03/0B
C'HARTERED BUSSES TO Rcginnals in Tempe,
conLIJilon, good mileage, new tires, needs- brake.~.
$250 or best orrcr. Cal\277·4488,
03/20
Includes game ticket ami lunch. Leaving Friday,
March 10. For more information and resen·:uions-,
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10, you buy parts. Bob 26S·
call .Sports Tour~. 247-0126.
03109
03120
4054, 265-3225.
PERSON WANTED-.DRIVE Volksw<lgon from
LSAT·MC:AT REVIEW C:OURSES. Prepare Now.
HANG GLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK, good
Washington DC to Albuquerque, Celeste 843-9750.
C:all PENM 642-5200.
tfn · contJ1t1on. Excellent intermediate kite. :68-Jj22.
OliOS
03/20
• EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/31
:AKARA
21".
ALLOY
WHEELS,
thorn·proof
Q~ ~YPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
tires, IO·speed. $135.00 or·best ofrcr. 277-4404 1 M·F
ednonal. system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
9-4, ask for Heverly.
OJ/08
scholastic. Chans& tables. 345-2125. .
04129
C:HEAP WATERBFDS! WATER trips $89.95 buys
S_KIS··K·f
150's,
bindings,
poles.
Boots-.Formula
1,
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety hncr, 3)
51lC 1V.. Items brand new. Call 247~0703 9 am to 5
now 3-minute Passport Pholos. No appointment.
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
pm; 243·0730 after6 pm.
03/21
268·Bl15,
tfn
guanmtee; $89.95. 3407 Central NE, 255-2189. 04/04
UICYCLES!J OUR AZUKJ bicycles me here.
GUITAR LESSONS OFFERED by guitar major.
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800
Regular retail, $159.95. Now $129.95t 25 yr. frame
De~igncd to your interest. Sr. Ojeda. 277-2324, 243·
per month possible. Offer--details, send name to:
warranty. Collcrless crank. The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
6343.
03/08
Triple "S", 699-E9 Highway 138, Pinon Hills CA
SE. (Next to Quarters Lounge) 842-9100.
03/21
92372.
03/20
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL. Art and Meditation.
ACROSS
51
Artist's
acFirs1 les~on free. Sandia Judo Clubs. Saturday 9;00
UNITED Feature Syndicate .
am.
03/08
cessory
1
Plant
dis53 Papyrus
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL garden. Start the easy way~
ease
Rototilling by appointment. Call Tim 268-6!il0.03/08
rolls ·
5 Rual recrea- 57 U.S. poet
TYPING EXPERIENC:ED. MANUSC:RIPTS
tion areas
bulletins, leases, appraisals_ legal, medical. Cnll266Edmund
10 Unruly child
4770.
03/10
Clarence
14 Hounds'
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Sclcclric,
quarry
Guarnmccd accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298· 7147.
61 Large dor15 Walking
03/10
mouse
16 Speak
EDITORIAl, SERVICE AND writing assistance.
62
---- ----- of
265-1164.
•
,1)127
wildly
the
crime
17 PFC or LPl.EASE NOTE ADDRFSS Uox no. correction and
As
soon
as
64
put PYRAMID POWER to work for you wiih a
Cpl
65
Police
car
f>yramid Power Hat. No one knows why pyramid
1 9 Plastics inaccessory
power work\, but it doco;. Improve learning ability,
gredient
66 Amerinds
learn to relax and energize yourself. lnstruc20 Atmospheric 67 Sugar
tion/c;uggeslions included. Send 99c: plus two 13c
conditions
'!tamps or $1.25 plus name and address label or
source
21 Mockers
o;omcthing o;imilar to CV, Box 41771, CtJicago, 60641.
68
Ontario river 1.2L.!.l!:UJl.J
03,20
23 Climbs
69 Saigon holi25 Hardwood
pepper plant
TYPING ISTQUAUTY. 683·7787.
refreshtrn
days

'8

371,7t:q

i.

MISCELLANEOUS

ments
18 Idea just
mentioned
22 Former
Egyptian
coin
24 Tall tower
26 Climbing
palm: Var.
27 Helicon
name
28 Celestial
vagrant
30 Peruvian
native
31 Try to surpass
32 Antelope
33 Not too
smart
36 Transaction
39 E. Indian

3)qj?<{

HAYAY SHAL.OM

c.,, I

.Recorded Mess~ge
Phone 296·8568

enate Passes Budget Request
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ATtENTION SOPHOMORES!

New Mexieo
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Daily

A Navy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!

Thursday, March 9, 1978
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Center Caters to Students

Copy Prices Down

Travel, adventure & career opportunUies
"' Heceive $100/month tax free during Junior and
Senior years
'' Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
* Go to Newport, Hhode Island nextsummer for six
weeks training (expenses plus sal an· paid b\' the
Navy)
·
·

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Duplication machines for
students are few and far between on
the campus, but the UNM
Duplicating Center has three copy
machines and prices that are
"oriented to student needs and
budgets," said the coordinator.
Megan Lienau, the center's
coordinator, said "The major
problem is that nobody knows
we're here. There is talk about
getting a more accessible place
sometime." The center is on the
ser;ond floor of the SUB, around
the corner from Casa del Soi
Getting both student and
organizational copy business the
center recently lowered its prices to
make them competitive with
businesses outside the University.
"People are really responding to
the prices. Our business has
doubled or tripled since we lowered
our prices. We're just getting going
now," Lienau said.
For fewer than ten copies, each is
three or five cents, depending on
the size of the paper used. For ten
or more copies, the price is 20 cents
for the initial copy and two cents
and four cents for the rest,
depending on the size of the paper.
The Zimmerman Library Xerox
machine charges ten cents a copy.
Ditto machine and mineograph
copies cost three cents for five
copies.
The center was the only

For details please stop at the Na;·al Science Builclin"
·
_on the UNM campus
"'
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By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
At the urging of Senator Rick
Anaya, the ASUNM Senate approved Wednesday the budget
request of the Child Care Co-op for
$21,500.
Anaya told the group, the 197576 senate had signed an agreement
'~in good faith" to give the Co-op
$21,500 for fiscal year 1976-77 and
the subsequent five years, The
approval
for
1978-79 was
unanimous.
George O'Neil, co-director of the
organization, said he would be
asking the Graduate Student
Association for an additional $8000
and the University for $10,210.
President Tom Williams told the
senate to be "careful" in approving
the budget for any ASUNM funded
organization at that time. "This
wasn't publicized ... the senate
should be very careful,'' he said.
Williams also announced. to the
body that he has called a special
session of the senate to considered
the 1978-79 budget Mar. 15, during
spring break. Under Article II,
Section 9 of the ASUNM constitution, Williams has the power to

Rick Anaya

call the senate into special session,
organization who asked for iess money since then.
Attorney General Wade Moody
money than last year in the 1978-79
said
in an opinion.
ASUNM budget. Lienau said she
In
other action, Anaya reported
cut the budget by more than 50
to
the
Senate that no part time
percent to $1167 because she felt
students attended a special hearing
The center is open for 26 hours a
the center could be run more efheld by the Finance Committee
ficiently. Also she said the ...<:erox week, with varying hours from day
Wednesday.
machine will be paid off by the end to day. The hours are: Monday and
. The hearing dealt with a bill,
Wednesday, 10-2 p.m.; Tuesday,
of this fiscal year.
mtroduced
by Anaya, Mimi
Lienau said that a few years ago, 9:30-3:30 p.m.; Thursday, 9:30Swanson
and
Ann
Dunphy, which
the center made a profit from the 4:30 p.m.; and Friday, 9:30-2:30
will assess an activities fee on partcopy business but that it has lost p.m.
time undergraduate students.
Currently only full time undergraduate students pay the $14
activities fee.
..
The bill will be discussed again at
the next steering committee meeting
which is tentatively scheduled for
Mar. 21. ·"They want to take it to
committee and hash it out and get
all the bugs out of it," Anaya said.
He added, "I'm willing to
compromise (on the wording of the
bill). I just want to get the ball
rolling on this. I want to get it
approved so we can get it on the
ballot."
The spring general election and
-~,.!w.P.ru~u·~[\~m!>!Ym is sd1e.duled.to
passed by acclamation a resolution dealing with
Hector Marroquin Manriquez, a
Mexican requesting political asylum
in the U ,S. The resolution reads
There ware 115 units of blood donated at a UNM blood drive last weak in Johnson Gym. Donors
"ASUNM join with the National
waited on line all day as those willing to part with some of their own blood to give to those in nood
Student Association
in
ware out, en masse.
demanding that the Immigration
and Naturalization Service grant
political asyll!m to Marroquin."

Tourney Ticket Scalpers
Advertise in Papers

40 Having life
43 Small
cabinet
45 Buffet item:
2 words
4 7 Finally: 2
words
49 Discerns
52 Lacking color
53 Untidy one
54 ice cream
unit
55 Kind of
paper
56 Disturbance
58 Boundary
line
59 Dill herb
60 Headland
63 Three, in
Rom a

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
The advertisement in the
newspaper told the reader be could
purchase tickets for the NCAA
regionals in Albuquerque for all
three games to be played in the Pit.
When called, the man who
refused to identify himself, said he
had three tickets left and the selling
price was $50 for a ticket to all three
games.
The practice of buying tickets
then selling them at a inflated price
is called scalping and there is no
state or local law prohibiting such
practice.
John Gonzales of the sports
information office at UNM said he
had contacted the city police about
the advertisement in question.
Greg
MacAleese
of the
Albuquerque police department
said, "The bunco squad could find
no local or state law against the
practice of ticket scalping."
He said persons buying the
tickets know they are paying a high
price and because of this, there is
no fraud involved.
MacAleese said a ruling is being
· s()ught by the state attorney general
concerning ticket scalping.
A spokesperson for the Internal
LOBO Pholo by Ray Oenonvllle
Revenue Service said the IRS has no
Lobo sensation Marvin Johnson reads a local sports page as tile law against ticket scalping and they
team prepares to leave for the first round of NCAA tournament would not initiate any action
play in Tempe, Ariz.
against a person doing it. The only
'

t

way the IRS would do anything, the
spokesperson said, is if the person
selling the tickets would fail to
report the profit from the sales as
income.
Should the Lobos win in Tempe,

Ariz., this Saturday, an additional
750 tickets will be made available.
The maximum number of tickets a
person may purchase is two. In the
meantime, scalping goes on and it's
'the buyer beware.'

Engineering Program
Boo·sts Enrollment
of Native Americans
Traditionally, Native American Indians did not choose engineering as a
field of study. There were no role models to follow, said Jim Shorty,
director of the Native American Program in the College of Engineering.
With the help of NAPCOE, the number of Indians enrolled in the
College of Engineering has increased since NAPCOE began in 1975.
"This is a program which renders its services to Indian students. The
program offers academic advice, counseling and tutoring," Shorty said.
The aim of the program, he continued, is to reach those Indian students
who are "marginal grade point wise, but who have potential."
Recruiting is a function of NAP CO E. Members are sent to high schools
to explain and promote the program.
"Helping the high school student adjust to college is a s-:rvice NAPCO
offers, "Dominic jaramillo, administrative assitant to NAPCOE, said.
"We have found that the high school students are not prepared
academically for college," he continued.
·
This is one point where NAPCOE's services come in to play.
"Many students enter the Coliege of Engineering and then drop out
because of poor grades. The Indian student would be tutored under
· NAPCOE, making his chances better for continuing in college," Jaramillo
said.

